Fangs and Fur

When an evil scientist starts experimenting
on shifters and vampires, trying to uncover
the secret to their kind, the races must join
together to stop him. In the process, four
couples find love and passion beyond any
they could have imagined. Unnatural
Bonds: Kali risks everything to free
Riordan from the scientist. Once she
succeeds, she isnt certain what to do with
him. He has a good idea though ... if shes
willing. Laws of Nature: When Shaylee
escapes from a kidnapping attempt, she
manages to get to safety and the shelter of
her neighbor Garretts arms. Once there, she
discovers she doesnt want to leave. Bound
in Blood: Anya is a protector for the
vampire race. In the process of taking care
of the threat to her people, she meets
Ruben, who is delighted to find that she is
his mate. Can this strong woman submit to
a determined shifter? Nature of the Beast:
As a councilor for the vampire race,
Kathryn has had to make hard
choices--including sending Anya to take
care of the scientist hunting them. One of
the hardest thought is accepting that she is
a shifters mate. As a future alpha, Vance
isnt willing to accept no for an answer.
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